Welcome to the 2017 edition of The Wellness Universe Holiday Gift Guide!
Filled with great gift items, inspirational messages, recipes and wellness articles.
We have gifts for everyone on your list, including you! Find lots of freebies and special offers,
many with no purchase necessary, exclusively for you from The Wellness Universe and our
members, WU World-Changers. Explore and enjoy this ‘more than’ a Holiday Gift Guide!

Get The Wellness Universe Newsletter
Receive over 10 gifts free, just for signing up!
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The WU Mission
The Wellness Universe (WU) mission is to revolutionize the wellness industry and ultimately what wellness means, how
we incorporate it into our lives and how we access and share wellness resources. Through our leading-edge online
directory and platform, we make resources for self-help and empowerment, and connection to an evolutionary global
wellness community easily accessible, all under one WU umbrella. We believe that in connecting one another in the
pursuit of whole health and well-being, personally and professionally, this causes a ripple effect that will ultimately
inspire peace globally.

Gifts to Give & to Get from WU World-Changers
The Gift of a Healthy & Slim Body
Did you promise yourself you’d lose weight? Did you keep
your promise? Will you keep it this time?
Don’t waste a minute reading this book! Unless you’re
serious about losing weight. Discover Your Thinner Self will
be released on Jan. 9, 2018. Order your signed copy today.
Ask your local library for a copy.
Save 20% & FREE Shipping
Order by January 8, 2018 Pre-Release Price of $14.95
Order Now Use Code: WU2018
Connect to the Author David Medansky

"In the end, I can tell you this...when you learn to manage your eating habits and control your thoughts about food, it will
be hard to think of anything more essential to maintain a healthy weight and waistline."
David Medansky, Author, Weight Reduction Expert

Luscious Gifts to Maintain Your Zen
Ah, the holidays! A time for joy … and stress. Know someone
who can use a little love? Is it you who is feeling drained,
overwhelmed and stressed out? ‘Tis the season for self-care,
before complete burn out! Discover simple hacks to help
make the holiday season more enjoyable.
FREE GIFT: Schedule your free session by clicking my name
below and using the Let's Chat link and use code WUGG2017
to take advantage of an exclusive 15% off promotion to order
your self-care focused items at All Zen Boutique.
Connect with Nicole Batiste
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FREE Gift - Start 2018 Cleared of the Past
Release the burdens of limitation that are keeping you from
moving forward in life, just in time for the new year.
Experience the miracle of Ancestral Clearing with Elizabeth
Kipp and free yourself of ties from the past.
Begin your healing today!
FREE GIFT, no purchase required:
50 Minutes Ancestral Clearing $60 Value
Coupon Code: WUHGG
Book by December 25th, 2017
Connect to Elizabeth Kipp

What is an Ancestral Clearing?
An Ancestral Clearing is a process of connecting to our innate intelligence in response to a limitation or pattern the client
wishes to shift, and then using body language and focused forgiveness work to help clear the block. The study of
epigenetics reveals that we come into this world preloaded with the imprints of our forbearers, stored on the outside of
our DNA in amino acid chains termed ‘epigenomes’. These are markers that can have a profound effect on many areas
of our lives including our behaviors, underlying beliefs, our response to stress and our resiliency and ability to heal.
Using the process of Ancestral Clearing, we can change these preprogrammed tendencies and rewrite what is possible
for us in this life, leading to increased wellbeing, our health in general and be able to step more fully into our true
potential, gaining a sense of fulfillment and purpose.

A Gift of Sustainable Wellness for 2018
Transition to Sustainable Wellness! WellnessBod's 12week coaching program is your journey to a
custom-built Foundation of Health that will empower
you to take control of your life, weight and ultimately
avoid future health diagnosis, saving you untold $ in
future health care costs.
FREE GIFT: Initial 1 on 1 Consultation - $2000 Value!
Plus OVER 30% OFF the program for
WU Holiday Gift Guide Purchasers
Use Code: WUGiftGuide2017
Register your interest by 12/24/17
Meet Kim Marie Pauline

Self-Love Moment: What 3 things are you grateful for right now?
1._________________________________________________________________________________
2._________________________________________________________________________________
3._________________________________________________________________________________
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The Gift of a Good Night’s Sleep, Every Night
Sleep Better in 2018! Are you dealing with chronic stress and
overwhelm? The Awaken Sleep Wellness Package will:
✓ Explore the concept of energy management
✓ Explore feelings and thoughts around stress, sleep and
purpose
FREE GIFTS: E-Book & a 30-minute consultation - $100 Value
when you sign up for the 21-week program
Order by 12/12/17 Use Code: WUGiftGuide2017
Connect to Pamela Stokes Eggleston

A Daily Inspiration from The Angels
These 44 gorgeous, divinely inspired messages showcase beautiful
nature photography on playing card size premium card stock. May be
used for oracle, meditation or inspirational purposes. Includes
iridescent drawstring pouch. Made in USA.
Order your Angel Card decks today
and receive a 20-minute Angel Reading by Janette, FREE! $48 Value
Use Code: Youareloved - Expires 2/14/18
Order by 12/12/17 for holiday delivery.
Connect with Janette Stuart

The Perfect Gift for Any Public Speaker
‘Business in A Box for Public Speakers’
“You will learn all you will ever need. Make a 6-figure income with
Public Speaking your first year with me by your side!” Orly Amor
3 FREE GIFTS with Purchase - Over $3000 value
Book “Mindset Mastery”
Interview on the “The Shift with Orly Amor” TV Show
Tickets: Social WOW Factor Women’s
Empowerment Conference.
Save an additional $500 Now Use Code: WUGuide2017
Order by 12/15/17
Meet Orly Amor on WU
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Live with More Balance, Health & Joy
Weekly live group teaching with Katt Tozier on a
wide range of holistic wellness topics for women.
Create sustainable self-care and genuine wellness in 2018!
Improve your nutrition, exercise, health, relationships,
finances and more, all year long!
Save 35% plus FREE GIFT with purchase:
Six Simple Steps to Get Clear, Calm & Confident
4-part video teaching. $55 Value!
Order by 12/24/17
Connect with Katt Tozier

More Inner Peace in 2018
Inner peace is the perfect gift to create your
best success in 2018. The Inner Peace Kit contains all the
guidance, tools and techniques required to develop
a regular practice to create and maintain a sense of
inner calm which will help you to thrive!
FREE GIFT No Purchase Necessary:
20-Minute "Release Stress and Get Unstuck"
Consultation with Moira - $50 Value!
Use Code: WUGift2017
Meet Moira Hutchison

Marsha's Song: A Celebration of Life
From the depths of despair to struggle persistence
perseverance of Rehab. The power from within. You’re not
alone. Take my hand. Be encouraged and inspired.
“My E-book(s) are very low priced so they are
accessible by anyone, anytime.”
Get Marsha’s Song Now
Connect to Ines Hatch
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“Family is our greatest gift and our greatest challenge. If we heal our family wounds, we heal the world.” Ariann Thomas,
healer, teacher & practitioner and author of Ancestral Lineage Clearing and other Shamanic Services.

Clear Your Family Karma for the Holidays
Ariann is offering a Special Package of Gifts designed to
help heal unwanted genetic family karmic patterns.
Ancestral Lineage Clearing is a healing technique that
energetically takes you back into your family’s past to
change a dysfunctional pattern relating to health, finances,
relationships, career or life issues and bringing more
happiness, health, joy, and prosperity into your life.
Claim 4 Holiday FREE GIFTS Now No Purchase Necessary
Connect to Ariann Thomas

“Be aware of your values, strengths, and passions. You’re more likely to build a meaningful life with knowledge of these
pivotal areas. The right lifestyle is specific to YOU. If your life lacks purpose and meaning, it’s time to create a new way of
life.” Moira Hutchison, Mindfulness Coach

Manifesting Abundance Journal
The "Manifesting Abundance Journal" is an empowering and
transformational tool designed for daily use. Benefits include
honing your focus, creating positive life shifts, supercharging your
vibration, and manifesting a reality of abundance. This journal is a
perfect gift for girls and women ages 11 to 111.
FREE GIFT: 20-minute consult for the first 50 people. $80 Value
3 BONUSES: Journal includes inspiring quotes and affirmations.
E-book with coloring pages and a guide on how to use this journal.
Order by 12/23/17
Meet Donna Burgher
"Everything is energy: either energy that moves your life in a positive direction or energy that moves your life in a
negative direction. The single most powerful thing you can do to change your life is learn to consistently harness positive
energy." Katt Tozier, Spiritual Mentor
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2018 is Your Year! Discover a Fabulous You.
You deserve more FABULOUS!
It’s time to make a living more aligned to the
life you want to live.
Uncover a bigger vision, demystify what holds you back
and discover a whole new world of possibilities in this
life-changing online course!
Save $195 & Get a FREE Consultation Valued at $197
Must book by Dec. 31, 2017
Get it ALL for $49! Use Code: WUGiftGuide2017
Meet Lisa Dadd

The Gift of a Toxin Free Body
It Feels Good to Feel Good - Learn to eliminate toxins,
reverse inflammation and feel great again!
E-book Special price $6.99! Identify toxins in your food,
your home, your cosmetics and your mind.
Learn exactly what to replace them with for better health.
Purge unhealthy toxins now, for a healthy life!
Order Now
Order by 12/24 & Get a FREE Workbook
with purchase. $15.00 Value!
Meet Cheryl Meyer

Order ebook by 12/24

Healthy Glowing Skin & Increased Metabolism
Vasanti Health's authentic Ayurvedic copper vessels
help boost energy, beautify the skin and increase your
metabolism. Copperized water is a natural antioxidant!
A unique gift that gives back, by donating a portion of every
sale towards grassroots water sanitation projects in India.
Special Offer Code: wucoppergift2017
15% Off Orders Over $35
Order by: December 15, 2017
Connect to Mantrah Atashband
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“As you rise in the morning and give gratitude for your beautiful life, remember to also hydrate with a glass of ionized
drinking water. It'll increase the flow of oxygen, detox the body and set your metabolism for the day. Namaste!” ~
Mantreh Atashband, Ayurvedic Enthusiast

The Gift of Spiritual Guidance
Give the gift of freedom and self-empowerment through
energy balancing, intuitive and medium readings, spiritual
guidance, and Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT). Dena can
help you release stuck emotions and change your limiting beliefs.
FREE GIFT: Jabez Card Set or Transcendent Beauty book (similar
substitution will be made if inventory runs out) $15.00 value!
Book an appointment by December 31, 2017.
You will receive your gift after completing your booked session.
Meet Dena Gould

“Finding your passion or clarifying your true purpose can feel overwhelming and leave you stuck in your status quo.
Instead, listen to your internal GPS by following your fascination, curiosity and joy! They will lead you in the right
direction.” - Lisa Dadd, Career & Lifestyle Strategist

Empowering Gift of Success
Make the changes you need right now in your thinking and get
the success you’ve been looking for with 12 Mindset Mastery
Coaching sessions! For anyone seeking ultimate success.
3 FREE GIFTS with Purchase - Over $1500 value
Book “Mindset Mastery”
Exclusive Interview on ‘The Shift Podcast’
2 Tickets to the Social WOW Factor Women’s
Empowerment Conference.
Use Code: WUGuide2017
Order by 12/15/17 and Start 2018 with a Bang!
Meet Orly Amor on WU

Angelic Inspiration

"There is nothing more precious to us than you, dear one. We have loved you since before you were born. We are with
you every moment of every hour, delighting in you. Our love for you is unconditional.
Today, we ask you to lean in and receive this love, to receive this peace. We envelope you with the clear white light of
Divine Love. We anoint your precious head with tenderness, feel it now. Allow yourself to bask in this precious gift."
Janette Stuart
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Glass Straws - Great Gift for Anyone!
Gift yourself or a loved one the world’s most artistic, ecofriendly, and health-conscious drinking straw. These unique
straws are great for reducing toxins from plastics,
protecting the environment, and of course enjoying all
types of beverages.
Order by December 15, 2017
Save $10 towards a Glass Straw
(Excludes Accessories and Clearance items).
Use code: WU10GIFT
Meet Daedra Surowiec

“Clean up now. Toxins have invaded our lives and we all need to purge them. As you run out of something toxic, replace
it with something less toxic. It Feels Good to Feel Good. For your health and your family’s health.” Cheryl Meyer

A Gift of Inspired Spiritual Energy for 2018
Energy work is wonderful for wellness, energy, stress &
more. Akashic Record Readings are healing and helpful in
understanding past lives, soul mates, soul contracts &
more to help in this lifetime. Plus, Tarot Readings are
excellent for guidance.
Book two (2) one-hour sessions & Save $40!
Enter Code: WUHoliday2017
Book Your Sessions Now. Offer Expires 12/31/17
Meet Heather Lang

Family Gatherings with Less Stress
“Family gatherings are meant to be relaxing; a time to enjoy being together in harmony and love without judgment or
high expectations.
So, why is it that most of the time it is not like this? Well, family members feel very entitled to opinions, give
suggestions, and have expectations that are sometimes overbearing and unfair to you.” Read the full article Take the
Anxiety Out of Family Gatherings
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The Gift of Balance & Purpose
Ready to master life, balance professional success with
thriving relationships and be a part of something greater
than yourself? There’s no secret; the power’s in doing the
work. But if you’re ready to Suit Up, like thousands have,
here’s a FREE Gadget Pack to get you launched.
FREE GIFTS!
Trifecta Gadget Pack - Includes: Copy of The Mad Hero's
Manifesto, Values 4 Life video & Your Values Action Sheet.
$150 value, free!
Meet Jennifer Maki
"Be who you needed when you were younger." - Dena Gould, A Spiritual Impetus

A Handmade Gift of Soothing Comfort
Beautiful, handmade Healing Wraps for Swaddling.
Sacred wraps made with silk and wool and infused with
oils, tree and plant resins to heal by.
FREE GIFT with Purchase:
Adult coloring Book & Essential Oil Blend
A $35.00 Value!
ORDER BY: 12/15/2017
Meet Felicia Reed

$99 Class FREE
Through 12/25/17
No Purchase Necessary
Register with Code: LXAXRDMX
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The Gift of an Inspiring Book
An elegant hybrid of prose and self-help book. “Desiree's writing
is beautiful, her melodic words paint a picture in my mind.”
“Her words guide you through the stumbling blocks … guiding you
to detach from them and get in touch with yourself.”
“Exhilarating to detach, move on and find joy in life.”
Get ‘Journey to Joy – The Written Path’
FREE E-book with purchase of paperback 11/15 - 12/25/17
Connect with Desiree for a FREE Hypnosis! Building In/tuition
MP3 ($10.00 value) available through Desiree’s
Wellness Universe Profile.
Connect with Desiree Holmes Scherini

“Empower your mind, shift your thoughts, and raise your vibration so you can consciously create and manifest a joyful,
successful, and abundant life!" ~ Donna Burgher, Founder & CEO of DB-Conscious Living. Conscious Living, SelfEmpowerment Spiritual Mentor

A Gift of Stories to Feed Your Spirit & Soul
Known as ‘Your Turquoise Angel Guide‘ Catherine Laub,
shares her healing and spiritual journey with readers in
Journey of Angelic Healing, Stories to Feed Your Soul.
Overcoming her own deep depression, she now has a
positive outlook. A unique and inspiring book!
FREE GIFT with book purchase: Psychic Email Angel Card
Reading - $40 Value!
Order Journey of Angelic Healing
Use Code: WUGiftGuide2017
Order by 12/5 for Paperback and 12/23 for E-book
Meet Catherine Laub

Self-Love Moment: What 3 things do you promise to do for YOU in 2018?
1._________________________________________________________________________________
2._________________________________________________________________________________
3._________________________________________________________________________________
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"Making self-care your priority involves having a certain mindset
sprinkled with a healthy mix of discipline and passion." Be Well with Nikki

A Purrrrfect Gift for the Loving Cat Parent
Don’t we all want more quality years with our kitty?
Do we really know how healthy our cats are?
Just like human health, our cat’s diet plays a major role in their
health. Find out if what you’re feeding your cat is having a positive
impact on her health. Non-invasive, natural and test at home!
Optimal Nutrition for Cats Muscle Testing Analysis
Save $10 with Coupon Code: WUCATS10
With your order, you will receive a FREE Consultation &
FREE Optimal Nutrition for Cats Guide
Meet Pam Roussell

Curry Zucchini Pasta Recipe
Self-Love Moment: What 3 things can you forgive yourself for right now?
1._________________________________________________________________________________
2._________________________________________________________________________________
3._________________________________________________________________________________
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The Gift of Transformational Journaling
Do you want to harness your power to create? Do you have
things on your mind that you want to release so that you can
relax and be peaceful? If yes, this powerful way to journal is for
you! It contains the four key components to connect you to
your best life: Intention, Gratitude, Prayer, and Meditation.
BONUS: Get a full coaching session for the price of a
30-minute session with the purchase of Creation Journal.
Contact Dr. TJ Dickson to setup your session.
Mention discount code: FULLFOR30
Meet Dr. TJ Dickson

Walk Away
Feeling Better.
TheWellnessUniverse.com

A Handmade Gift Full of Good Energy
Gemstone Energy for the Holidays - More Joy, Less Stress!
Amy Cousin Jewelry creates energetically intentional
gemstone jewelry for all occasions and goals.
FREE GIFT until 12/24/17:
Guide to Gemstone Energy for the Holidays
a $25 value and receive a coupon for $25 in the guide,
no purchase necessary!
Use Code: WU2017ACJ
Meet Amy Cousin
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Pumpkin Spice
Smoothie Recipe

The Gift of Aromatherapy for Best Health
Convert your medicine cabinet & boost your immune system
using essential Oils Premium Starter Kit with Dew Drop
Diffuser. Aromatherapy benefits ADD, fibromyalgia, cancer,
depression, pets & more.
FREE GIFTS with purchase of Premium Starter Kit (5463)
Aromatherapy Consultation, Vibrational & Chakra Balancing
with Sound Healing Meditation and 20 Min Zero Point
Treatment Via phone or skype
Use Code: WU Gift Guide 2017 (Order by 12/24/17)
Meet Carol Scheg-Morissette

Seeking a Feel Good Space?

Become a
Wellness Universe Friend
Join free and get inspired daily!
Join us if you are a seeker of a better life as a
WU Friend. If you are a supporter of wellness,
join us as a WU World-Changer.
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The Key to Better Health for the New Year
Do you wish you could find the key to better health?
At Be Well Clinic we’ll teach you how to know what your body
needs to achieve it! Save $620 now! For $450, get
one 90-minute live or Skype consult and 60 days of
consecutive phone and email support. $1,070 value!
FREE GIFTS: A copy of Notes from a GAPS Practitioner: Using
Diet to Unlock the Body’s Healing Secrets AND a free tracking
journal of your choice! $30 Value!
Use Code: WUBeWell2017
Order by 12/29/17 to secure your Gift Certificate
Meet Amy Mihaly, FNP

Some of the Best Articles from The Wellness Universe
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4 TIPS ON HOW TO BECOME WORRY FREE
TRANSFORM RAGE INTO RIGHT ACTION
5 YOGIC TOOLS FOR A PEACEFUL LIFE
PARADIGM SHIFT AHEAD: ARE YOU READY?
THE BRAIN AND GUT SERIES PART 4
HOW TO DISSOLVE GALLSTONES NATURALLY
15 SECRETS TO LIVING YOUR PASSION
MY JOURNEY WITH MY TERMINALLY ILL SISTER
FACE EVERYTHING AND RISE
LETTING GO OF PEOPLE WHO DRAG YOU DOWN
ONE OVERDOSE STOPS MORE THAN ONE HEART
EASY NO-BAKE PROTEIN BARS
SOMATIZATION: A QUICK GUIDE
MAKE LOVE AND GRATITUDE YOUR DEFAULT SETTINGS
CONTROL YOUR RESPONSE TO EMOTIONAL TRIGGERS
STAYING TOGETHER AFTER INFIDELITY
10 TIPS FOR A CONFIDENCE BOOST
BUILDING TOLERANCE AND EMPATHY THROUGH MUSIC
THE ART OF LETTING GO
HIDING THE ABUSE
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Inspiring Quotes from WU World-Changers
Visit the authors by clicking on the image.
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Thank you Kim Bayne for creating these beautiful memes!
Hello Business Owners! Kim can create memes for you to post on your social
media. She will make you 1 complimentary meme if you request it by 12/15/17!
Click on her name to connect with her.

hangers
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Meet Daniel Gutierrez in A Cuppa Wellness.
Daniel talks with Shari about releasing what no
longer serves you so you can live the life you have
always wanted to. (FREE)

The Gift of Support! Classes from WU Experts – Save 65% by 12/25/17

65% Off Code: SAW2E4JP

65% Off Code: J4EN2HAN

65% Off Code: RUDFRV2P

65% Off Code: ACAWKP7T

65% Off Code: TUD923JR

65% Off Code: AV2J3MRM
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The WU Overview
The Wellness Universe (WU) is the world’s first, one-stop, online directory and resource center to support
and promote whole-health and well-being on a global scale. This unprecedented platform connects worldchangers – industry leaders and aspiring entrepreneurs – online and through live events. WU provides
members and the public with access to wellness resources and education, and guidance in strategic
development to transform visions of service into thriving businesses. There are currently over 2300 members
practicing within 7 areas of wellness, attracting over 100k visitors each month, with a collective members’
social reach of over 20 million followers.

The WU Vision
The Wellness Universe vision is, quite simply, world peace. We believe this is achieved by supporting,
empowering and celebrating wellness professionals and World-Changer leaders around the globe. If we
systematically and practically support leaders, provide them with a community and a platform through which
to share their passion, message and expertise, they will be positively and profoundly affected and this in turn
will increase their reach, impact and ability to educate and inspire true and lasting whole health in people the
world over. The Wellness Universe is a catalyst for this.

Thank you & Acknowledgement
The Wellness Universe would not be possible if not for our members and team. We humbly thank everyone
who is part of The Wellness Universe and who participated in this Gift Guide. We are member supported and
our team is dedicated to serving those who make the world a better place and offering a space for anyone
seeking more health, peace and joy in their life to ‘Walk Away Feeling Better.’

Connect with The Wellness Universe Team
Join us if you are Practitioner, Professional, Business Owner or Supporter of wellness in any of these areas:
Emotional, Environmental, Intellectual, Occupational, Physical, Social or Spiritual as a WU World-Changer.
Join us if you are seeking a community to support your well-being and just feel good as a WU Friend.

Happy Holidays toYou & Yours!
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